Privacy protection in data publishing is an extremely important issue that has been the focus of extensive research in recent years. However, the existing methods have a host of limitations, especially for high-dimensional data publishing. Aiming at the problem of poor availability of publishing results caused by ''the curse of dimensionality'' in high-dimensional data publishing, we present PPDP-PCAO (Privacy Preserving Data Publishing with Principal Component Analysis Optimization) method, which can better address the problem of the lower utility of release results because of the high noise introduced by the curse of dimensionality. PPDP-PCAO improves the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm by employing the attribute importance, and reduces the dimension of the data with the improved PCA, which reduces the time and space cost. PPDP-PCAO introduces the evaluation mechanism based on mutual-information into data release, which evaluates the data generated by setting the different quantities of principal components to determine the optimal quantities. PPDP-PCAO considers the existence of multi-sensitive attributes in highdimensional data, while the traditional methods of allocating privacy budgets cannot satisfy the personalized privacy protection. PPDP-PCAO introduces the sensitivity preference, combines the optimal matching theory, and designs the sensitive attribute hierarchical protection strategy. Extensive experimental results on different real datasets demonstrate that PPDP-PCAO not only guarantees the privacy of published dataset, but also significantly improves the accuracy and data utility than other high-dimensional data publishing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many data collection agencies need to publish the collected raw data (such as medical data, financial data, etc.) for data analysis and data mining to generate more effective decision support from the released data. Yet, there is a large amount of personal sensitive information in it. If the original data is directly released, it will lead to the serious leakage of personal privacy. Therefore, data publishers need to use special protection techniques to process private data before they can publish the processed data.
As a privacy protection technology based on data distortion, differential privacy [1] has become one of the key The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiafeng Xie. research directions of privacy protection. In recent years, data publishing techniques using differential privacy have been widely studied. However, existing methods are not suitable for the release of high-dimensional data. When processing high-dimensional data, these solutions need to inject a prohibitive amount of noise, which renders the published data to be nearly useless [2] - [6] . They cannot solve the problem of exponential growth of the published space with the increase of dimensions and dimension values.
For example, if a dataset has 5 million records, each record of which has 10 dimensions and each dimension has 20 values, there will be 20 10 ≈ 10TB units for a fully distributed domain size. If the noise mechanism is used directly to add noise for 10TB output units, the required privacy budget and storage space are very high. In addition, the amount of VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ information per unit is very small. If we assume the size of 5million records is 5MB, the true amount of information per unit is 5MB 5TB = 10 −6 . If we set the privacy budget ε = 0.01, the noise generated by the Laplace mechanism is about 125. The noise value greatly distorts the true value in each unit, resulting in very poor availability of published results. Therefore, how to provide a large amount of effective information for data researchers becomes extremely challenging, while using differential privacy technology to ensure the privacy of the original high-dimensional data.
A few solutions have been proposed for the research of high-dimensional data publishing [2] - [14] , mainly including the probability graph model [2] , [4] , [5] , the threshold filtering technique and the projection technique [6] , [8] , but there are some problems in these methods.
When [5] selects the attributes by the selection method of the attributes of the exponential mechanism, it is restricted by the size of the candidate space. If the candidate space is larger, the selected attribute pairs are more inaccurate, which makes the constructed probability graph difficult to be accurate. Reference [2] uses the sparse vector technology to find the correlation of attribute pairs, but the sparse vector technology does not satisfy differential privacy [7] . Reference [8] combines projection histogram and chi-square association test to achieve the purpose of high-dimensional data publishing. However, the projection histogram does not take into account the correlation between attributes, resulting in low publishing accuracy of the published results.
Based on the previous analysis, this paper proposes an efficient and differentially private high-dimensional data publishing method, which makes the published data closer to the original data while the privacy information of the data is not leaked. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We present a high-dimensional data releasing solution of principal component analysis optimization (PPDP-PCAO) under differential privacy protection, which reduces the time and space cost of addressing data and improves the availability of the published data. We formally prove that PPDP-PCAO satisfies εdifferential privacy. 2) In PPDP-PCAO, to reduce the time and space cost of the component analysis method in the process of dimension reduction, we present a method to optimize the principal component analysis. We use the attribute importance to filter attributes, and compress the data space, so PCAO optimizes the problem of the large occupied space and the long addressed time when dimensionalities of the high-dimensional data are reduced. In addition, to solve the problem of selecting quantities of principal component (k) in the optimization algorithm, we introduce the evaluation mechanism based on mutual information to evaluate the raw data and the published data and determine the optimal k.
3) We consider the existence of multi-sensitive attributes in high-dimensional data, while the traditional methods of allocating privacy budgets cannot satisfy the personalized privacy-preserving. We combine the sensitivity preference and the optimal matching theory to design the sensitive attribute hierarchical protection strategy which enables high dimensional data publication under different privacy requirements. 4) We conduct extensive experiments on different real datasets. The experimental results show that PPDP-PCAO not only guarantees the privacy of published dataset, but also significantly improves the accuracy and data utility than other methods, like PrivBayes [5] , DPPro [6] and JTree [2] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews representative related works. Section III presents key definitions of differential privacy and formulates our problem. In Section IV, we present our PCAO_PPDP solution, and analysis its communication cost and privacy. Comprehensive experimental evaluation is reported in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A few research results have been presented on the issue of privacy protection for releasing high-dimensional data [2] - [14] . We briefly review here the most relevant works to our paper and discuss how to improve the deficiencies mentioned.
Recently, A few solutions have been proposed to solve the problem of differentially private high-dimensional data Publishing. Reference [4] proposes the PriView model to construct the edge distribution of k attribute pairs and then estimate the joint distribution of high-dimensional data. It assumes that all attribute pairs are independent of each other in the data, so the attribute pairs are addressed equally. However, there are some correlations between the attributes in the actual high-dimensional dataset. Zhang et al. [5] present the PrivBayes method, which combines the exponential mechanism and the Bayesian network to approximate the joint probability distribution between the attributes and to generate further high-dimensional dataset. However, the method is limited by the size of the candidate space while using the exponential mechanism to select attribute pairs. If the candidate space is larger, the selected attribute pairs are more inaccurate. Based on PrivBayes, Chen et al. [2] propose the JTree method. They use the sparse vector technique to find the correlation of attribute pairs. They construct the attribute relationship diagram through the joint tree, so as to determine the edge distribution and estimate the corresponding joint distribution. Because the sparse vector technique cannot satisfy the differential privacy [7] , JTree method with the sparse vector technique cannot satisfy the requirements of differential privacy. In [13] , the relationship between probabilistic inference and differential privacy is also studied. Xu et al. [6] propose DPPro and Su et al. [8] propose PrivPfC, which are high-dimensional data publishing methods based on the projection technology. In DPPro, they first apply random projection to project a d-dimensional vector representation of a user's feature attributes into a lower k-dimensional space, and then adding Gaussian noise to each obtained vector to achieve the purpose of privacy protection. In PrivPfC, they combine the projection histogram and the chi-square correlation test to achieve high dimensional data publishing. However, they don't consider the correlation between attributes in the projection histogram, resulting in low accuracy of the published results. Li et al. [3] propose a high-dimensional data synthesis method with Copula function. Copula function is used to describe the correlation between variables, and onedimensional marginal distribution is used to establish the joint distribution of variables. Day and Li [14] propose DPSense, a differential private high-dimensional data publishing with sensitivity control, which publish statistical information of datasets using sensitivity control under differential privacy. Qardaji et al. [9] propose the Hb method, which combines the histogram techniques and the hierarchical trees to publish high-dimensional data, but the availability of the data published by the method is extremely poor when the data dimension is high. Jiang et al. [10] propose a differential privacy data publishing method based on principal component analysis. They construct the noise covariance matrix, and then release the data by restoring the noise-added projection matrix. However, some privacy budgets are wasted while constructing the noise covariance matrix, and the corresponding processing time cannot satisfy the actual requirements while dealing with data of more dimensions by the method. Different from the above methods, our work focuses on addressing high-dimensional data release due to the curse of dimensionality and the increasing perturbation errors. PPDP-PCAO introduce the attribute importance concept and the evaluation mechanism with mutual information to optimize principal component analysis. Then we use PCAO to reduce dimensions of data. In the process of data dimensionality reduction, we design the personalized Laplace mechanism which not only ensures PPDP-PCAO to satisfy the requirements of differential privacy, but also makes the protection of privacy more flexible. Theoretical analysis demonstrates that PPDP-PCAO satisfies ε-differential privacy. Experimental results show that the utility of the data generated by the PPDP-PCAO is better than other algorithms.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy [1] , [15] , [20] , a privacy-preserving model, achieves individual privacy protection by adding noise to the conversion of the original data set or its statistical results. It ensures that changing a record in any data set does not affect the output of the query. In addition, the model can resist the background-knowledge attack that the attacker has mastered all information except a certain record. Some definitions about differential privacy are given as follows.
Definition 1 (Neighboring Dataset [11] ): Given two datasets D and D , if D and D differ by at most one record r, i.e., D = D ∪ {r} or D = D ∪ {r}, D and D are one pair of neighboring datasets.
Definition 2 (Differential Privacy [22] ): Given a random algorithm A achieves ε -differential privacy, if for two neighboring datasets D and D , and for any possible output S of A, there exists
where the probability Pr[·] is taken over the coin tosses of A. ε is the privacy budget, which indicates the degree of privacy protection of A. The smaller ε is, The higher the degree of privacy protection of A is. There are two standard mechanisms to achieve differential privacy: Laplace mechanism and Exponential mechanism [16] . In this paper, we mainly use the Laplace mechanism. Both of them are based on the concept of the sensitivity of a query function f .
Definition 3 (Laplace Mechanism [16] ): Given a data set D, for any query function f : D → R d , the mechanism A,
and
The Laplace mechanism achieves differential privacy by adding random noise drawn from a Laplace distribution to the accurate outputs of the query [17] . The Laplace distribution follows the probability density function,
where the magnitude b = f ε is determined by the sensitivity of f ( f ) and the desired ε. Two import composition properties of different privacy, Sequential Composition and Parallel Composition also guarantee the overall privacy.
Theorem 1: Let f 1 (D), . . . , f n (D) be n algorithms, which are combinations of random algorithm f (D). If every f i (D) provides ε-differential privacy, then f (D) provides ε i -differential privacy [18] . [19] .
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem of high-dimensional data publishing is given as follows. Most of the existing methods suffer from curse of dimension, which introduces large noise, resulting in low availability of published data. Therefore, it is urgent to design a publishing model that not only solve the problem of low data availability but also satisfy the security of data privacy in the high-dimensional data release. This paper presents a solution to the above problem. Given the dataset D with highdimensional attributes, combine attribute importance and mutual information to optimize PCA (PACO) that reduces the dimensionality of the high-dimensional dataset. In order to enable high-dimensional data release to satisfy differential privacy, the process of dimensionality reduction of data using PCAO needs to satisfy ε-differential privacy. In the case of satisfying differential privacy, we design a personalized allocation scheme of privacy budget, which makes the availability of the published data better. Therefore, the issue of this paper is how to publish high-dimensional data with good data utility under the condition of satisfying differential privacy.
IV. OUR PCAO-PPDP SOLUTION
In this section, we first present a data publishing mechanism for publishing high-dimensional private data. Then we detail the implementation of the mechanism, and demonstrate that the mechanism satisfy ε-differential privacy.
A. DATA PUBLISHING FRAMEWORK
We present the operating mechanism of PPDP-PCAO, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The specific steps of PPDP-PCAO are as follows. 1) First, we determine Th IA , and filter the attributes in the original data according to the importance, so as to eliminate the useless attributes and the attributes with missing values in the original data. 2) Then we use PCA [21] to reduce the dimensionality of the data after the attribute screening. In the process of dimension reduction, Laplace noise is added to the generated projection matrix, so that the data satisfies the differential privacy. 3) Under the premise of satisfying differential privacy, we classify the sensitivity preference of the data attributes and combine the optimal matching theory to allocate the privacy budget ε. Different sizes of noise are added to the attributes of different the sensitivity preference in the dataset to achieve a personalized noise-adding method, which makes the availability of the published data better. 4) In the process of dimension reduction, we select the different values of the principal component k multiple times, and calculate mutual information between the original data and the noise-added data. Through the evaluation mechanism based on mutual information, the optimal k is determined, so as to publish the data with better availability.
B. FILTER ATTRIBUTES
We calculate the information entropy [22], [23] of the attribute, as a measurement index, to measure IA. The attributes are filtered by setting Th IA . H A is used to measure the attribute importance of the attribute. The greater H A is, the more AIA is, and the higher IA is. On the contrary, the smaller H A is, the less AIA is, the lower IA is. In the process of data dimension reduction, the attributes with higher IA are retained as much as possible, and the attributes with lower IA are eliminated. This paper uses Th IA as a limit when measuring whether an attribute needs to be retained. The scheme for filtering attributes is as follows.
Given a high-dimensional dataset D with n attributes {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n }, we calculate H A (d i ) of each d i and determine IA of each d i .
where m is the number of states that exist in d i . Then attributes are sorted by the sizes of IA. Th IA is used as the limit to filter attributes. We calculate the proportion of the information entropy of the selected attributes in the original dataset, which is used as the scheme to determine Th IA 
where n is the number of attributes in the dataset, b is the number of selected attributes. If IA > Th IA , AIA is greater than AIA Th , and the attribute is retained in the process of filtering attributes. On the contrary, If IA < Th IA , AIA is less than AIA Th , and the attribute is eliminated.
C. DATA REDUCTION AND NOISE ADDITION
After filtering attributes, D o is generated. This paper uses PCAO to reduce the dimension for D o .
Let X be a data matrix of D o . The result of data normalization is
The Eigen Value Decomposition of Cov is
where C is a diagonal matrix after Eigen Value Decomposition, and U is an orthogonal matrix composed of the eigenvectors. Then k eigenvectors are selected from all the eigenvectors to form a matrix U k . And the original dataset is mapped onto U k to obtain Z .
Laplace noise is added to Z to obtain Z noise . Finally, Y (the low-order approximation matrix of the original data matrix) is obtained.
When adding Laplace noise to Z , it is necessary to add different amounts of noise to different sensitive attributes to provide different levels of privacy protection because of the different privacy requirements of users and different sensitivity degrees of different attributes.
Definition 4 (Sensitive Attribute Preference, SAP): SAP denotes the importance that users attach to sensitive attribute data.
Definition 5 (Sensitivity Preference, SP): In order to quantitatively analyze SAP in the process of privacy protection, it is necessary to quantify SAP to denote the importance of sensitive attributes, which is called the sensitivity preference. Given a dataset D, which has n sensitive attributes {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }, the weight of the degree of P i is unwilling to be disclosed as the sensitivity preference (SP i ) of P i . The set of the sensitivity preference
SP reflects the tendency of the data owner to protect the sensitive attribute data, which can be determined by the subjective evaluation of the data owner or the sensitivity of the attribute. The greater is SP i , the higher is the privacy protection requirement of the sensitive attribute. On the contrary, the smaller is SP i , the lower is the privacy protection requirement of the sensitive attribute.
According to SP i , sensitive attributes are divided into m levels, which match m strengths of privacy protection. The strength of differential privacy protection is related to privacy budget ε. Each level corresponds to a privacy budget. Their correspondence is shown in Table 2 .
Definition 6 (Privacy Cost, T ij ): Let T ij = G i × ε j be the privacy cost of the sensitive attribute level corresponding to G i under ε j .
Definition 7 (Optimal Matching, PM): Given a bipartite graph (x, y), if a scheme with the largest number of matches is found, it is denoted as the maximum matching. If |x| = |y| = matching number, the scheme is PM. Definition 8 (Preferred Privacy Budget Allocation Graph, PA): The graph is formed by the line between privacy budgets that provide the maximum data utility for published data and each sensitive attribute level is a PA.
The noise-adding method is similar to the optimal matching of bipartite graph. Given a set of sensitive attributes of m sensitivity levels and a set of m privacy budgets, this set of sensitive attribute levels is matched to the set of privacy budgets in such a way that MI (·) of the published data and the original data is the largest.
Firstly, we set the privacy loss of each raw sensitive attribute Pl i = 0, calculate T ij , and use T ij − Pl i to denote the loss of information of the sensitive attribute under G i . Then, according to the loss function, we construct the PA, and check whether there is a perfect matching in the graph. If it exists, the matching ends and a PM is obtained. Otherwise, there is a restricted privacy budget, and add one unit to Pl i of the sensitive attributes associated with the restricted privacy budget. And then, the above process is repeated until there is a PM in the graph.
D. EVALUATION MECHANISM BASED ON MUTUAL INFORMATION
In the algorithm, it is obviously impractical to artificially select the number of principal components k. The value of k Algorithm 1 Noise-Adding Method Input: sensitive attributes {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m }, differential privacy budget ε j Output: the optimal matching PM 1. For each P i do 2. Settle the privacy loss Pl i = 0 3. For each the privacy budget ε j do 4.
Calculate T ij 5. End For 6. End For 7. Construct the preferred privacy budget allocation graph PA 8. If the perfect matching exists 9. End the matching 10. Get the optimal matching PM 11. Else 12. Pl i + 1 13. Return to Step. 7 14.End greatly affects the security, availability and addressing time of the data. If k is too small, more attributes will be eliminated, and the availability of data with noise will be lower. If k is too large, the data with noise will be closer to the original data, and the privacy of the data will be reduced. Therefore, how to choose the optimal of principal components is one of the challenges.
This paper presents a method for selecting the number of principal components to obtain the optimal k. In the algorithm, the concept of mutual information [24] is introduced. Calculate MI of the noise data and the original data under different k. And then, use the Average Method to obtain AMI. The k under the MI which is closest to AMI is used as the optimal number of principal components to publish data.
The greater is MI, the stronger is the correlation between the variables, and the better is the availability of the data. Therefore, it is novel and feasible to use mutual information to evaluate the relationship between the published dataset and the original dataset.
E. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Algorithm 2 gives the overview of the implementation of PPDP-PCAO. In the data release, the algorithm uses the attribute importance and the evaluation mechanism based on mutual information to optimize PCA, combined with differential privacy, which greatly improves the availability of the data and reduces the addressing time of the data while satisfying the privacy protection.
F. ANALYSIS ON PRIVACY GUARANTEES
Theorem: The algorithm PPDP-PCAO satisfies ε-differential privacy protection. Algorithm 2 PPDP_PCAO Input: the original dataset S m×n , the Attribute importance threshold Th IA , the differential privacy budget ε Output: Publishing data set S 1. For each attribute do 2.
Calculate the information entropy H (c i ) of attribute c i 3.
If H (c i ) ≥ Th IA 4.
Move c i to dataset S p×n 5.
End If 6. End
. . , λ p ] 13. Select the largest k eigenvectors in U to form a eigenvector matrix U p×k 14.
The value of k is determined according to the mutual information value 15. Calculate and derive the projection matrix Z k×n 16 . repmat(B, 1, n) ) 17. Add noise to the projection matrix Z k×n 18 . 20 . Calculate e 11 , e 21 , . . . , e p1 21. Get vector E (noise) = [e 11 , e 21 , . . . , e p1 ] T 22. Restore data set S 23. S = U p×k × Z (noise) + repmat(E (noise) , 1, n) 24. The mutual information MI is calculated to determine the optimal k.
Proof: The noise matrix obtained by the above algorithm is
Proved by the Laplace mechanism. For U T p×k , the sensitivity of the function
Each sample only affects one column of S p×n . It is determined by global sensitivity that any sample S 1 and S 2 satisfy
Since any two eigenvectors in the eigenvector matrix U p×k are orthogonal to each other, there are Therefore,
Thus, it satisfies ε-differential privacy protection.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of PPDP-PCAO by comparing with three state-of-the-art methods, namely PrivBayes [5] , DPPro [6] and JTree [7] .
A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
Experiments are implemented in Python and a PC with an Intel i3-8100 CPU and 16G of RAM. The Experiments use four representative including binary and non-binary datasets. For non-binary datasets, we choose UCI Adult, Diabetes (Diabetes 130-US hospitals for years 1999-2008 Data Set) and TIC to evaluate PPDP-PCAO. For binary datasets, we choose NLTCS to evaluate PPDP-PCAO. All of them are widely used for data release. Adult contains 48,842 personal information from the US census. Diabetes contains information about 101,767 diabetes patients at 130 U.S. hospitals from 1999 to 2008. NLTCS originated from the Nursing Survey Center in America, which contains 21,574 individuals participating in the National Long-term Care Survey. TIC contains 98,220 customer information for an insurance company. The data type, size and dimensions of three datasets are shown in Table 3 .
In order to evaluate the performance of PPDP-PCAO, we use PPDP-PCAO, PrivBayes, Jtree, DPPro and NoPrivacy to publish high-dimensional data on four datasets respectively and use SVM classification to measure the validity of the data. We select one attribute as classification attribute and other attributes as features to train SVM classifier and make predictions. We select different attributes as classification attributes for different datasets, and the specific selection will be described below. To further evaluate the effectiveness of PPDP-PCAO, we use the misclassification rate as the performance metric to measure the accuracy of the SVM classification results.
On Adult, Diabetes, NLTCS and TIC, the noise-added release data is generated by four algorithms. We use 70% of the tuples as the training set and 30% of the tuples as the test set, and then train SVM classifiers on the published datasets. We consider that four algorithms are random algorithms. To reduce experimental error, we conduct 10 experiments on the four datasets respectively and calculate the average value of the experimental results as the final experimental result.
B. ANALYSIS OF UTILITY
We train SVM classifiers on Adult predict whether (1) an individual holds a post-secondary degree, and (2) an individual has married. We train SVM classifiers on Diabetes predict whether (1) an individual is male, and (2) an individual stays in the hospital again. We train SVM classifiers on NLTCS predict whether (1) an individual is outside, and (2) an individual can bathe. And we train SVM classifiers on TIC predict whether (1) an individual owns a house, and (2) an individual has married. We evaluate each classification task under ε ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 2.0}. Fig. 2 shows the misclassification results of PPDP-PCAO, PrivBayes, JTree, DPPro and NoPrivacy on different datasets under different budgets. We can observe that PPDP-PCAO consistently exhibits better performance than other solutions on fours datasets in all cases. This is because PPDP-PCAO can substantially extract the major components of attributes in the dataset. High-dimensional data are represented by low-dimensional data, and noise can be added to more sensitive attributes by assigning privacy budgets to lowdimensional data. For other attributes, the noise will be reduced. And the utility of the dataset will be greatly improved. This finally leads to the published data with better utility than other solutions.
C. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATION COSTS
We chose to compare the computation costs of PPDP-PCAO with PrivBayes, JTree, Dppro on Adult. Because Adult contains classification attributes and numeric attributes, we convert each non-binary attribute into a set of binary attributes in Adult. After conversion, the number of binary attributes in Adult is 52. Since the computation cost is dependent on the number of attributes mainly, we randomly select different number of binary attributes. In the experiment, we select 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 attributes respectively to measure the computation costs of four solutions. Fig. 3 shows the total running time in minutes (m) under different number of attributes. We clearly observe that the computation cost of PPDP-PCAO is several orders of magnitude smaller than that of other solutions. Moreover, as the number of attributes increase, the difference of the computation cost becomes more and more apparent.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the problem of highdimensional data Publishing with differential privacy guarantees. We present a differentially private high-dimensional data publishing method with principal component analysis optimization PPDP-PCAO to tackle this issue. To obtain better published data, a privacy budget allocation strategy is designed. We formally prove that PPDP-PCAO not only has better optimization for high-dimensional data release but also satisfies ε-differential privacy. Extensive experimental results on different real datasets demonstrate that PPDP-PCAO significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
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